
The term Light the Lamp has been used in hockey ever since the early days of the game. When it 
became a spectator sport back in the early _____ (date), Light the Lamp had a very different meaning 
because electricity wasn't available everywhere as it is now. NHL arenas didn’t have access to lasers or 
smoke machines, nor did they have fog horns or goal songs blasting through the speakers. What they 
did have was a lamp installed behind the _____________ (position). This light was controlled by a goal 
judge who would turn it on only after the puck had gone past the goaltender, crossed the goal line, and 
entered the ____________ (thing). A flashing red light would indicate to everyone in the arena that a entered the ____________ (thing). A flashing red light would indicate to everyone in the arena that a 

goal had been scored. 

Today, _____________ (phrase) is the event that fans look forward to when they attend a hockey 
game. Why? Because it’s a celebration for a home team goal! At the heart of this celebration is still a 
___________ (color) lamp controlled by a ______________ (person). But now, there’s a whole lot 
more! A multitude of flashing lights and sounds are also used to give fans more reasons to scream, 
shout, and sing in response to their team’s accomplishment on the ice. Every light and every sound is 

powered by ____________ (thing) and connected by circuits.

All 31 teams across the league Light the Lamp in their own creative ways. The Calgary ___________ All 31 teams across the league Light the Lamp in their own creative ways. The Calgary ___________ 
(mascot) fill the arena with red lights. The Columbus __________________ (mascot) shoot cannons. 
The Edmonton ______________ (mascot) blow fire out of an oil rig up in the rafters. Just about every 
foghorn, every goal song, and every red lamp is unique. When the Anaheim ____________ (mascot) 
score a goal, a loud siren, foghorn, and laser light show fill___________ (place). If you’re a Ducks fan, 

this is the best thing in hockey! 

Hockey often uses technology to improve the game for its fans. From hockey sticks to the ways people Hockey often uses technology to improve the game for its fans. From hockey sticks to the ways people 
can interact with players using social media, lighting the lamp is no different. So, what will Light the 

Lamp look like in the future? The possibilities are limitless! 

WORD BANK
GOALTENDER  •   DUCKS   •  1900’S  •  FLAMES

HONDA CENTER  •  RED  •  GOAL JUDGE
OILERS  •  LIGHT THE LAMP

BLUE JACKETS  •  ELECTRICITY  •  NET

Instructions: Read the story below to learn more about the 
history of the goal lamp. Uh oh! A few words have been left 
out. Can you use the word bank below to help fill in the gaps? 


